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IntelligenceIntelligence1

Intelligence has multiple types:Intelligence has multiple types:
•• Traditionally, intelligence refers to the mental abilities that Traditionally, intelligence refers to the mental abilities that 

are measured by an IQ (intelligence quotient) test. It are measured by an IQ (intelligence quotient) test. It 

usually measures only two types of intelligence: usually measures only two types of intelligence: 

verbal/linguistic and mathematical/logical intelligence. verbal/linguistic and mathematical/logical intelligence. 

•• There are other types of intelligence such as spatial There are other types of intelligence such as spatial 

intelligence, bodilyintelligence, bodily--kinesthetic intelligence, musical kinesthetic intelligence, musical 

intelligence, interpersonal intelligence, and intrapersonal intelligence, interpersonal intelligence, and intrapersonal 

intelligence.intelligence.



1Multiple Intelligences Multiple Intelligences (Howard Gardner, (Howard Gardner, 19931993))
•• Linguistic intelligenceLinguistic intelligence: speaking, using words, writing, giving : speaking, using words, writing, giving 

presentations, solving word problems.presentations, solving word problems.
•• LogicalLogical--mathematical intelligencemathematical intelligence: using numbers, logic, calculations; : using numbers, logic, calculations; 

learning and understanding grammar ruleslearning and understanding grammar rules..
•• Spatial intelligenceSpatial intelligence: drawing, painting, : drawing, painting, using color, art, graphics, pictures, using color, art, graphics, pictures, 

maps, and charts.maps, and charts.
•• BodilyBodily--kinesthetic intelligencekinesthetic intelligence: : muscular coordination, athletic skill, muscular coordination, athletic skill, 

body language, drama and theater.body language, drama and theater.
•• Musical intelligenceMusical intelligence: : using music, tones, hearing; producing the using music, tones, hearing; producing the 

intonation and rhythm of a language. intonation and rhythm of a language. 
•• Interpersonal intelligenceInterpersonal intelligence: : talking with other people, understanding talking with other people, understanding 

them, using language to communicate.them, using language to communicate.
•• Intrapersonal intelligenceIntrapersonal intelligence: : selfself--knowledge, selfknowledge, self--confidence, using confidence, using 

language to analyze yourself. language to analyze yourself. 



Conclusions:Conclusions:

•• It is important to keep in mind that “intelligence” is complex It is important to keep in mind that “intelligence” is complex 

and that a person has many kinds of abilities and and that a person has many kinds of abilities and 

strengths.strengths.

•• An individual with strong academic performance does not An individual with strong academic performance does not 

necessarily mean that s/he is a successful second necessarily mean that s/he is a successful second 

language learner.language learner.
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to identify and memorize 
new sounds

Phonemic coding

to figure out grammatical 
rules from language 
samples

Inductive language

to understand the function 
of particular words in 
sentences

Grammatical sensitivity

to memorize new words
Associative memory

LanguageLanguage AptitudeAptitude2



3 Motivation & AttitudeMotivation & Attitude

*  Types of motivation *  Types of motivation (in terms of communicative needs)(in terms of communicative needs)::
SourceSource

PurposePurpose
Intrinsic  (Internal)Intrinsic  (Internal) Extrinsic (External)Extrinsic (External)

Integrative The learner wishes to learn L2 for 
personal growth and cultural            
enrichment.

Someone else (e.g., the            
learner’s parents) wishes        
the learner to know L2 for 
an integrative reason.

Instrumental The learner wishes to achieve               
practical goals using L2 (e.g., for a 
career).

External power wants the   
learner to learn L2 for a    
practical purpose (e.g., a  
corporation asks its staff to 
get language training).



Motivation & AttitudeMotivation & Attitude

*  Motivation in the classroom setting:*  Motivation in the classroom setting:

• Motivating students in to the lesson.

• Varying the activities, tasks, and materials to increase 

students’ interest levels.

• Using cooperative rather than comperttive goals to 

increase students’ self-confidence.

• Creating a supportive and non-threatening learning 

atmosphere.



4 Learning StrategiesLearning Strategies

• The operation directly on in coming information, manipulating it 
in ways that enhance leaning

44..1  1  Cognitive strategiesCognitive strategies

• The planning , monitoring and evaluating the learning activity

44..2  2  Metacognitive strategiesMetacognitive strategies

• Interacting with another person to assist learning or using 
control to assist a learning task

44..3  3  Social and affective strategiesSocial and affective strategies



Cognitive strategiesCognitive strategies

Repetition Resourcing

Recombination

Note-Taking

Directed Physical 
ResponseInferencingImagery 

Auditory 
Representation

Key Word Memory

Elaboration



33..2  2  MetacognitiveMetacognitive strategiesstrategies

Delayed ProductionDelayed Production

Selective AttentionSelective Attention

Directed AttentionDirected Attention

Advance OrganizersAdvance Organizers

Advance PreparationAdvance Preparation

SelfSelf--reinforcementreinforcement

SelfSelf--managementmanagement

SelfSelf--evaluationevaluation



33..3  3  Social and affective strategiesSocial and affective strategies

Questioning for Questioning for 
ClarificationClarification

Asking for Asking for 
explanationexplanation

verificationverification

rephrasingrephrasing

CooperationCooperation

Working together with Working together with 
peerspeers

Pool Pool 
informationinformation

Self Self –– talk talk 

Using Using 
mental mental 

techniquestechniques



55. Learner Preferences (Learning Styles). Learner Preferences (Learning Styles)

• Learning style : an individual’s natural, habitual, and preferred 
way of absorbing, processing, and retaining new information and 
skills (Reid 1995). 

• Types of learning styles related to L2 learning:

1. Perceptual learning styles: 
visual, aural/auditory, and haptic (kinesthetic & tactile) 

2. Cognitive learning styles:
• field-independent vs. field-dependent

(tendency to see the trees or the forest)
• Reflectivity vs. impulsivity   
• right-brain dominance vs. left-brain dominance
• Tolerance of ambiguity



Learner Preferences (Learning Styles)Learner Preferences (Learning Styles)

 55..1  1  Perceptual learning stylesPerceptual learning styles: : 
 Visual learnerVisual learner: learns more effectively through the eyes                       : learns more effectively through the eyes                       

(seeing).(seeing).
 Auditory (aural) learnersAuditory (aural) learners: : learns more effectively through learns more effectively through 

the    ears (hearing).the    ears (hearing).
 Haptic learnerHaptic learner: : learns more effectively through touch and  learns more effectively through touch and  

body     movement (a combination of the kinesthetic and tactile body     movement (a combination of the kinesthetic and tactile 
styles).styles).

 Kinesthetic learnerKinesthetic learner: : learns more effectively through concrete    learns more effectively through concrete    
body experience (body movement)body experience (body movement)

 Tactile learnerTactile learner: : learns more effectively through touch               learns more effectively through touch               
(hands(hands--on).on).



Learning  StylesLearning  Styles

field field -- independentindependent

more analyticallymore analytically

attention to detailsattention to details

mastering of exercisemastering of exercise

focused drill activitiesfocused drill activities

field field -- dependentdependent

more holisticallymore holistically

the communicative the communicative 
aspectsaspects

social outreach, social outreach, 
empathy perception empathy perception 

of other peopleof other people

55..2 2 Cognitive learning styles Cognitive learning styles 

FIFI

FDFD

FI/FDFI/FD may also prove to be a valuable tool for differentiatin
g childchild and adult language acquisition adult language acquisition due to the fact        
that FI increases as a child matures to adulthoodFI increases as a child matures to adulthood



Learner Preferences  (Learning Styles)Learner Preferences  (Learning Styles)

Cognitive learning styles (Cognitive learning styles (22):):
reflectivity vs. impulsivity

 Reflective learners tend to make a slower, more           

calculated decision. They are usually more systematic and 

more cautious in learning L2.

 Impulsive learners tend to make a quick  guess 

at an answer to a problem.They are usually more  intuitive 

and more willing to take risks in learning L2.



Learner Preferences  (Learning Styles)Learner Preferences  (Learning Styles)

Cognitive learning styles (Cognitive learning styles (33):):
right-brain vs. left-brain dominance

 The right brain perceives and remembers visual,            

tactile, and auditory images. It is more efficient in                

processing holistic, integrative, and emotional information.

 The left brain is associated with logical, analytical         

thought, with mathematical and linear processing of                 

information.



66.   Learner Beliefs.   Learner Beliefs

 Virtually all learners, particularly older learner, Virtually all learners, particularly older learner, 

have strong beliefs about how their language          have strong beliefs about how their language          

instruction should be delivered.instruction should be delivered.

 Learner beliefs are usually based on previous  Learner beliefs are usually based on previous  

learning experiences and the assumption that a            learning experiences and the assumption that a            

particular type of instruction is better than others.particular type of instruction is better than others.



Learner BeliefsLearner Beliefs

 Implications:Implications:
1) Learners’ preference for learning, whether due to their  

learning styles or to their beliefs about how language   

are learned, will influence the kinds of strategies they   

choose to learn new material.

2) Teachers can use this information to help learners          

expand their repertoire of learning strategies and            

thus develop greater flexibility in their second language 

learning.



7 PersonalityPersonality

•• Working in team vs. working aloneWorking in team vs. working alone
55..1 1 Extroversion vs. Extroversion vs. IntrovesionIntrovesion

•• Willingness to communicateWillingness to communicate
55..2 2 Self esteemSelf esteem

•• The set of defensesThe set of defenses  language egolanguage ego
55..3 3 InhibitionInhibition

•• The ability to make intelligent guessesThe ability to make intelligent guesses
55..4 4 Risk Risk -- takingtaking

•• State AnxietyState Anxiety
55..5 5 AnxietyAnxiety



88. Age of Acquisition. Age of Acquisition

1)1) Younger is better (particularly in phonological Younger is better (particularly in phonological 

achievement)achievement)

2)2) Older learners may well speak with an accent Older learners may well speak with an accent 

because they want to keep their Lbecause they want to keep their L1 1 identityidentity

3)3) It’s more efficient to begin LIt’s more efficient to begin L2 2 after children’s    after children’s    

native language native language reminesremines the primary language the primary language 

((egeg. at age of . at age of 1010--1212))



complexcomplex

not easy to interpretnot easy to interpret

lack of clear definitions, methods for lack of clear definitions, methods for 
measuringmeasuring

not independent one anothernot independent one another

SummarySummary
Individual DifferencesIndividual Differences

Take into account to create a learning Take into account to create a learning 

environment in which more learners can be environment in which more learners can be 

successful in learning on L successful in learning on L 22



3 that are behind othersthat are behind others

that less talentedthat less talented

that are slow learnersthat are slow learners

What does What does 
“ a struggling learner” mean?“ a struggling learner” mean?

How to teach How to teach 
studentsstudents



Who is a Struggling (slow) Learner?Who is a Struggling (slow) Learner?

Functions ability   Functions ability   
significantly below significantly below 

grade levelgrade level

Works well with Works well with 
“hand on” material“hand on” material

Difficulty following Difficulty following 
multimulti--step directionsstep directions

Scores consistently low Scores consistently low 
on achievement testson achievement tests

Ability to learn Ability to learn 
below average below average 

same age peerssame age peers



Classroom RecommendationsClassroom Recommendations



How to teach slow learners?How to teach slow learners?

Fun and comfortableFun and comfortable

Time out of seatTime out of seat

Short work periodsShort work periods



How to teach slow learners?How to teach slow learners?

RepetitionRepetition

Emphasize strengthsEmphasize strengths

Give short specific directionsGive short specific directions

Reinforcement frequentlyReinforcement frequently



How to teach slow learners?How to teach slow learners?

Challenging but allows successChallenging but allows success

Not too hard/easyNot too hard/easy

Heterogeneous groupingHeterogeneous grouping

Concrete Concrete 

Cooperative groupingCooperative grouping

“Show me” techniques “Show me” techniques 
mapping, clusteringmapping, clustering

Tasks simplifyTasks simplify



How to teach slow learners?How to teach slow learners?

Learning Learning 
games puzzlesgames puzzles

Computers as Computers as 
a toola tool

Keep it realKeep it real

-- AuditoryAuditory
-- VisualVisual

-- KinestheticKinesthetic
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